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Are craftsman wrenches made in the usa

Craftsman makes tools and equipment for everyone from DIYers to farmers and industrial manufacturers. They were the tool brand for Sears since the 1920’s before getting bought by Stanley Black & Decker at the beginning of 2017. Along with a wide variety of hand and power tools, Craftsman also produces some lawn and garden equipment, tool
storage units, work clothing, boots, and electronics. They are traditionally known as a great American manufacturer, but do they still produce their products here after getting bought? Let’s dive into their product lines and where they are manufactured. Verdict: Is Craftsman Made in the USA? The majority of Craftsman tools are not produced in the
United States. They use many third party manufacturers to make their various products. Beginning in 2010, many of Craftsman’s hand tools (manufactured by Apex Tool Group) began to be assembled in China in Taiwan. Craftsman uses another manufacturer called Western Forge to make tools like screwdrivers, adjustable wrenches, pliers, and
bigger mechanic tool sets – these products are still made in the U.S. Here are some of the other companies that Craftsman uses to make their tools: Techtronic Industries (portable power tools), Dewalt (hand power tools), Emerson Electric Company (bench and stationary tools), DeVilbiss Air Power (air compressors), Waterloo Industries (tool storage),
and The Chamberlain Brand (garage door openers). Unfortunately, Craftsman isn’t super clear on their website where the origin of every product is, so your best bet is to call them or do your own secret shopping like we did. They do call out whenever a product is assembled in the USA though, albeit with materials from overseas. Popular American
Made Craftsman Tools Screwdrivers – Murphy, NC Adjustable wrenches and pliers – Colorado Springs, CO Popular Craftsman Tools Not Made in the USA Find an American Made Alternative According to Craftsman’s official website, select tools from its line are made in the USA. The company has plans on manufacturing all their tools in America and
in order to do so, they have created more job openings within the US. This is part of the company’s goal to put more American pride into the make of its tools.Craftsman is one of the most popular companies in the US for finding quality-made tools and equipment. If you’re a fan of Craftsman’s tools, you may have wondered where they are
manufactured. On this page, we’re going to discuss where Craftsman tools are really made. At one point in time Craftsman products were being manufactured in China, but that ended up being very costly and time-consuming for the company so they brought the work back to the US. Now, Craftsman tools are being made and manufactured in the
USA. Craftsman has several manufacturing facilities located throughout the US, with more on the way. They now have manufacturing facilities in 15 states and counting.In 2017, Craftsman was bought from Sears Holdings by Stanley, where production of the products was moved to China. While customers were still devoted to the Craftsman brand,
the change in location didn’t help the company when it came to production.This move did not help with the cost of production like it was initially thought, so the company is now manufacturing tools in the US again and opening up more job opportunities to Americans.Is Craftsman exclusively a US company?Craftsman can no longer be labeled as
exclusively a US company. This is because the company is now owned by Stanley Black & Decker, which has manufacturing facilities based outside of the US.While Craftsman is currently in the process of moving production of all its tools back to the USA, there are still select tools being made out of the country.Are Stanley Black and Decker tools
made in China?A lot of consumers were shocked to find out that Stanley Black and Decker tools are manufactured in China because this company bases most of its business in North America and Europe. Even though this company is one of the largest tool manufacturing companies in the Western countries, they still produce tools in Asia to save
money.There are some Stanley Black and Decker facilities in North American and Europe, but the majority of them are in China. Did the COVID-19 pandemic encourage Craftsmen to manufacture tools in the US again?During the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, Craftsman made is clear that the company was opening up more US-based
manufacturing facilities throughout 2021. Many people believed that the pandemic played a role in this decision as fewer people were buying from brands that weren’t making products in America.It was announced in December of 2020 that more manufacturing facilities would be opening in the US. People can keep track of how many states have
facilities operating directly from the Craftsman website. It also shows which states are adding facilities.Which tool brands are 100 % American-made?If you want to support a brand that sells tools that are 100 % American-made, then one of the most reliable brands to consider is Estwing Hatchet. They are just one of many great brands that have all
facilities based in the US.Some other great names worth mentioning include Leatherman Multitools, Channellock Pliers, Hardcore Hammers, and Klien Lineman’s Pliers. You also can’t go wrong with the all-American brands Lie Neilsen Toolworks and Vaughn and Bushnell Hammers. Another tool company that’s known for manufacturing high-quality
tools is Dewalt. This American company stays true to its name and only manufactures American-made tools.According to Dewalt’s official website, the brand has 7 different manufacturing facilities that are all located in the USA. This ensures that the company isn’t relying on other countries to build its tools. Blackhawk Tools is another popular
American tool company and many people were under the impression that this company was exclusively US-based. However, Blackhawk Tools is actually owned by Stanley Black and Decker, which means it’s not entirely US-based.As mentioned above, Stanley Black and Decker has many facilities in Europe and China as well. There is a chance that
some Blackhawk Tools may have been manufactured overseas.What is the biggest tool company in the US?When it comes to sales of tools annually, Stanley Black and Decker is the biggest name in the business. Not only does Stanley Black and Decker have its own line of highly reputable tools, but they also own some of the top tool brands as
well. Some of the brands that are owned by Stanley Black and Decker include Craftsman, Irwin, and Lenox, just to name a few. This company was first introduced in 1857 and has come a long way over the years.Craftsman tools were once a favorite among American consumers because of the quality of how well made they were, however, over the past
few years there have been many reports that the quality of these tools aren’t the same. According to Top Class Actions, consumers are let down with the tool brand because the products are no longer made to last.This has been disappointing for many people because for over 100 years, the Craftsman brand was known for superior quality. However,
once Craftsman tools were manufactured outside of the US, they were no longer made the same.One thing that many consumers pointed out is that once Stanley Blacky & Decker took over Craftsman, they stopped offering lifetime warranties on the tools. At this point, the quality started to go downhill. This led many consumers to believe that the
change in ownership could have been what caused the products to go downhill. Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. Are you looking for tools made in the USA? Are some of the Craftsman tools on your tool bench made in the USA ten years ago and you are wondering if they are still made in America? Well, you have come to the right
spot. We did the research to find out where Craftsman tools are made today so you don't have to. There are still some CRAFTSMAN tools made in the USA. A selection of hand tools, power tool, outdoor equipment, and rolling workshops are made in the USA using materials from around the world. Since it's purchase of CRAFTSMAN tools from SEARS
in 2017, Stanley Black and Decker has been committed to bringing jobs back to America. However, it is imperative that you read the labels carefully because you can't lean on the brand name as an indicator of 100% domestic manufacturing. You'll need to verify each item. Craftsman currently has manufacturing facilities in 14 states. A new factory
making Craftsman hand tools just opened in Fort Worth, Texas in late 2020 with another one coming soon in Virginia, but there are still several items with the. Craftsman label produced in China and Taiwan. And all of the domestically produced products are labeled “Made in the USA from globally sourced materials”. But it is rare to see a sector or
company increasing its American manufacturing so we are thrilled to give credit where it is due.
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